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PREFACE 
 

 
Welcome to this eBook, which is a companion to my Trekology.com website.  In 
this eBook you will find the complete research study that I conducted while I was 
in the Ph.D. program in communication at Indiana University at Bloomington.  
My assignment was to conduct social science research and submit my findings as 
my doctoral dissertation.   
 
The original (and unwieldy) title of my research study was “A critical examination 
of rhetorical argument in narrative entertainment on television: a case study of 
selected dramatic programs.”  If you are still awake after slogging through those 
18 words, you may begin to understand why I chose to title this eBook something 
else. 
 
This eBook gives you access to my research study that was intended to show a 
particular way in which one can look for persuasive arguments in dramatic 
entertainment television programming, particularly science fiction space operas 
like the original Star Trek.   It also transports you to the 21st century and to 
Ronald D. Moore’s Battlestar Galactica.   I submitted the findings of my research 
in typewritten form of October 1979 covering two United States network 
television series, the original Star Trek and the original Battlestar Galactica—
not the Ronald D. Moore version—plus the syndicated series Space: 1999 
from the United Kingdom.  My Ph.D. was awarded by Indiana University at 
Bloomington in December 1979. 
 
Unlike much research into television from the past and the present, my original 
study at Indiana University incorporated into the scholarship process an 
appreciation for the rich heritage of theories about effectively persuasive human 
communication.  I took this particular approach specifically to allow for critical 
analysis of the rhetorical or persuasive communication in television 
programming.  It was based on my belief that if critical analyses of rhetorical 
operations in entertainment programming are undertaken, a clear and strong 
sense of direction for future research about the persuasive influences of 
entertainment programming will be possible.  The value of taking such critical 
analyses of entertainment programming is that we may someday learn to 
understand the persuasive or rhetorical influences of programs whose primary 
purpose is to entertain, to get high ratings, and to be a vehicle for commercial 
advertisements. 
 
In my original preface, I wrote the following expressions of gratitude, which are 
appropriate to include here:  I also want to note my appreciation of Gene 
Roddenberry, who created Star Trek, for giving generously of his time to discuss 
with me the motivations, processes, and potentials of the entertainment industry 
during the 1970s.  I am also most grateful to my academic advisor and committee 
chair, James R. Andrews, for his guidance, patience, and calm. 
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FOREWORD 
 
 

In the late 1970s, when I was working on my original study as a graduate student 
in Bloomington at Indiana University, nobody could ever have dreamed about the 
changes in technology that would happen in the years that were ahead.  I also did 
not imagine that I would continue to study science fiction 30 years later.  But, 
that’s what has happened.  I am writing this in the year 2007, looking back on the 
year 1977. 
 
I’m sure that you will find the chapters that follow in the eBook hold up rather 
well even though many years have passed.  Those television series that were my 
objects of study in the late 1970s continue to exist today, and you can easily view 
them any time that you wish.  Unlike decades ago, however, you can view those 
television series on DVD, which is a far better experience than watching them on 
half-inch videotape like I had to do. 
 
Ultimately, the Internet made it possible for me to share my work with you.  
Many people choose to publish their research from graduate school, and that’s 
what I chose as well.  That’s what his eBook is all about.  I hope that you find this 
to be an interesting read.  Be sure to see the AFTERWORD starting on page 197, 
where I will catch you up to date on my continuing research into science fiction, 
including the 21st century edition of Battlestar Galactica. 
 

--Woody Goulart 
Arlington, Virginia 

September 2007  
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APPENDIX:   
SCIENCE FICTION SPACE OPERAS THEN & NOW 

The original Appendix of this study was written in 1978.  By 2007 standards, the material was too outdated to be included in this 
eBook.  This updated Appendix was adapted from my own original online writing at www.Trekology.com/. 

There is no global agreement about how to refer to this genre of science fiction motion picture 
and television entertainment. But, many choose to refer to it as science fiction space 
operas, adapting the term from the name of the much earlier soap operas genre.  Some 
prefer to use the name science fiction space adventures, but by whatever name, this 
established genre dates back to the 1930s.  It concerns stories about human beings from planet 
Earth who encounter other forms of intelligent life, adventure, conflict and discovery “out 
there” while living in or traveling through space.  

1930s 

Universal’s famous 1936 Flash Gordon starring Buster Crabbe (who also starred as the 
original Buck Rogers in 1939) is probably one of the most recognizable examples of this genre. 
Flash Gordon was made as serials in which multiple parts of the story were screened over 
several visits to a theater near you. In 1980 producer Dino DeLaurentiis would produce a 
movie version featuring music by Queen.  Sci-Fi Channel in 2007 would offer a 21st century 
remake of Flash Gordon in 2007. 

One characteristic concerning of the 1980 Flash Gordon movie is what we call “camp.” And no, 
I am not referring here to sleeping outdoor under the stars. The word is used here to refer to 
ironic usage of something odd or exaggerated, corny, over-the-top, outlandish, kitch, and so 
forth.  For fans of more serious writing, it is unfortunate that Flash Gordon from the 1930s 
originated much of what is perceived as corny or exaggerated in science fiction.  

1940s 

Captain Video, a late 1940s television series aired on the Dumont television network. Don’t 
worry. Most people reading this won’t know that name, either. The significance, if you can call 
it that, for Captain Video is that it although it was tailored to children in the audience, it ran 
after World War II from 1949 until 1955, and it gave network producers justification to create 
other such sci-fi series for kids. Space Patrol and Tom Corbett, Space Cadet followed with 
similar themes and points of view about science and what was then called “outer space.” These 
sci-fi series, which would be considered primitive by present-day writing and production 
standards, depicted in the popular culture of the United States the idea that space exploration 
was not only possible, but exciting. 

1950s 

In 1956, the film Forbidden Planet dumped the campy approach to science fiction. In this film 
you will immediately recognize actor Leslie Nielsen, who stars in popular comedy films such as 
Scary Movie 3 and 4. But Forbidden Planet is serious science fiction featuring serious actors 
like Walter Pidgeon and Anne Francis, whom you have seen in old black and white television 
shows from the late 1950s and early 1960s. Forbidden Planet is pioneering for its use of 
Technicolor and special visual effects. Also, this film deals with an interstellar ship from Earth 
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with a crew headed by a strong authoritarian captain on a mission to make contact with a 
mysterious inhabitant of a distant planet. Sounds like Star Trek, doesn’t it? 

This Island Earth (1955) concerns extraterrestrials who visit Earth and abduct humans for a 
visit to an alien planet doomed by an energy crisis. This film reverses the plot line of human 
discovery of alien life forms on their home worlds, so maybe it doesn’t fit in this genre. You 
may know that the cable series Mystery Science Theatre 3000 mocked this and other similar 
sci-fi movies, giving a contemporary sensibility to the perception that space operas and camp 
go together. This Island Earth may not have been great cinema. But, it does feature actor 
Russell Johnson, who would later play the professor on Gilligan’s Island. That should count 
for something! If nothing else is true, in its day, This Island Earth helped solidify credible 
writing for adult viewers, including thought-provoking idea content. 

1960s 

Irwin Allen almost singlehandedly changed all this with Lost in Space, which first aired in 
1965. Featuring giant vegetable-type alien life forms that attack humans for no good reason 
every other episode, Lost in Space on CBS was lots of fun, but this series exemplifies the very 
juvenile-oriented of Saturday morning television shows. Image the psychic damage done to 
young gay males in the 1960 who looked to Lost in Space’s Dr. Smith as a role model, but I 
digress! Roddenberry’s Star Trek was in development in 1964, but it premiered in 1966 on 
NBC and helped begin the healing process that this genre suffered under Irwin Allen. 

Then, in 1968, Stanley Kubrick’s 2001, a Space Odyssey, a seminal science fiction epic motion 
picture, set exceedingly high standards for excellence and sophistication in art direction and 
special visual effects cinematography. All subsequent motion pictures and television 
productions whose stories take place in space inevitably are compared to Kubrick’s 
masterpiece. Members of Kubrick’s team later went on to distinguish themselves in later sci-fi 
films and television series. In 1971, for instance, Douglas Trumbull, from Kubrick’s team, was 
largely responsible for Silent Running, which ecological themes of humans dealing with space 
exploration. 

1970s 

The Starlost (1973) is an ill-fated television series conceived by science fiction veteran Harlan 
Ellison. It was poorly scripted and produced in Canada using inexpensive (okay, let’s tell it like 
it is–cheap-looking) videotape techniques. Dark Star (1974) is a feature film produced 
independently of major studios on a small budget. This film uses some comedy to depict the 
loneliness of deep space exploration that ultimately leads to the demise of the spaceship’s 
crew–killed by boredom for once instead of by gory flesh-eating parasites. In 1975, the British 
got revenge on the colonies with Space: 1999, which had the highest per-episode budget to 
date for science fiction series on television. Brian Johnson and Nick Alder from Kubrick’s team 
helped give Space: 1999 one of the highest levels of visual sophistication of any science fiction 
series ever produced. The writing on this series, however, was anything but sophisticated. 

George Lucas brought us Star Wars in 1977, changing everything about life on our planet. 
Well, maybe that’s an exaggeration. However, Lucas did make a major impression upon the 
motion picture industries with all of his Star Wars films, not to mention a ton of cash. 
Unfortunately, what followed were many me-too attempts at science fiction space operas. The 
original Battlestar Galactica in 1978 comes to mind, for instance. 
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Alien in 1979 once again shifted the genre. By the late 1970s, science fiction space operas had 
to look absolutely awesome and sophisticated. Alien is both, and it deservedly launched a 
major motion picture franchise that assures Sigourney Weaver’s solvency. Paramount lusted 
for a major motion picture franchise of its own using Star Trek, yet almost doomed that idea 
effectively with 1979’s unfortunately longwinded Star Trek: The Motion Picture. That year 
also saw the remake of Buck Rogers for television in Buck Rogers in the 25th Century starring 
Gil Gerard. Produced by Glen Larson, who created Battlestar Galactica Classic Series, this 
updated Buck Rogers more or less equally objectified both male and female bodies as sexual 
objects for the horny masses. 

1980s 

The subsequent major Star Trek motion pictures-–starting in 1982 and running through 
2002–-fared well for Paramount, the actors, and the storytelling. Some Star Trek fans 
conclude that the odd-numbered Star Trek motion pictures are not as good as the even-
numbered ones–-as if that was deliberate! Galactica 1980 was an attempt to reinvigorate 
interest in Battlestar Galactica Classic Series. But, this proved not to be a ratings success, and 
the franchise would have to wait until Ron Moore in the 21st century to make a comeback and 
make lots of money. 

Meanwhile, the decade was owned by George Lucas. Yes, you know that he could afford to buy 
an entire decade if he wanted to. He scored big at the box office with two more Star Wars 
movies, The Empire Strikes Back (1980) and Return of the Jedi (1983) to complete his first 
trilogy. One could spend a lifetime analyzing and commenting on the first Star Wars trilogy of 
movies. Together, these films set exceptionally high standards in storytelling and production 
of science fiction operas. 

Roddenberry’s Star Trek: The Next Generation started on syndicated television in 1987 and 
ran until 1994.  This series stands as proof that Roddenberry and his team of writers and 
actors chose to learn from the 1960s’ lessons of producing the original Star Trek. 

1990s 

Babylon 5, created by Joseph Michael Straczynski, started in 1993 with its pilot, The 
Gathering, and ran as a regular series from 1994 through 1998. What distinguishes Babylon 5 
from most other science fiction space operas-–other than high visual appeal-–is the choice to 
write and produce the series with stories that arc over an entire season instead of the usual 
approach to have individual, self-contained stories in episodes. Babylon 5 won two Hugo 
awards–annual science fiction excellence awards named for Hugo Gernsback, founder of 
Amazing Stories magazine. 

Space: Above and Beyond (1995) came to Fox television from producers James Wong and 
Glen Morgan of X-Files fame. Including the pilot, Space: Above and Beyond has only 22 
episodes, thanks to being canceled quickly by Fox. This series was heavily militaristic (similar 
to Paul Verhoeven’s very bloody 1997 film, Starship Troopers), yet found inventive ways to 
avoid stereotyping male and female roles for the soldiers. 

Two Star Trek spin offs were produced in the years immediately following Roddenberry’s 
death in 1991–-Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (1993-1999) and Star Trek: Voyager (1995-2001.) 
A persistent complaint from fans is that neither of these series have the same spirit or intent of 
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storytelling compared to the original series and Star Trek: The Next Generation. This may or 
not be true, depending on your own point of view. But, it is true that since Star Trek’s creator 
was no longer living, the essential work of writing and producing of Star Trek on television 
and in motion pictures was taken up by others who had to take command of this hugely 
valuable franchise. 

If you care, my own favorite Star Trek movie is number seven from 1994, Star Trek: 
Generations, a crossover film with both casts and characters from the original Star Trek series 
and Star Trek: The Next Generation. 

Other creative people chose to go in entirely different directions with this genre. One of the 
best sci-fi space operas ever conceived and produced, Farscape, which started on Sci-Fi 
Channel in 1999. Also that year, the beginning of the second Star Wars trilogy was launched 
when George Lucas released Star Wars: The Phantom Menace. 

2000s 

Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda, posthumously produced, started in 2000 and ran for 5 
seasons.  In 2001 Star Trek: Enterprise premiered, but insufficient ratings motivated 
Paramount to cut short this series after only 4 seasons compared to the other 3 Star Trek 
spinoff series that had 7 seasons each.  Undaunted by criticism that this now 40 year-old Star 
Trek franchise may be getting a little worn out, Paramount nonetheless plans an eleventh Star 
Trek motion picture in the latter part of the present decade. 

Joss Whedon’s Firefly premiered on Fox television in 2002 and was cut short by the network 
after only 9 episodes were broadcast. This business decision in no way tarnishes the very high 
quality of Firefly, which was resurrected three years later as a one-time-only major motion 
picture entitled Serenity. 

Late in 2003 a "reinterpretation" of Battlestar Galactica Classic Series led to a miniseries on 
Sci-Fi Channel from Ron Moore, whose creativity and vision by this point in his career 
certainly merit him nothing less than his own television network.  The ratings were so good 
that a full season was produced, followed by three additional seasons of new episodes.  This 
post 9/11 update of Battlestar Galactica Classic Series angered die-hard fans of that series.  
But, let them live in the past if they so choose.  Battlestar Galactica of the 21st century 
emerged as the far better production characterized by the highest quality writing, production, 
and acting in the entire science fiction space opera genre. 

Completing his second Star Wars motion picture trilogy, George Lucas released Star Wars: 
Attack of the Clones in 2002. The final installment, Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith, was 
released in 2005. It included the long-awaited story of how Jedi warrior Darth Vader 
(portrayed by Hayden Christensen) became the most indelible villain of sci-fi space operas.  
Afterwards, Lucas, who turned 61 that year, announced that he intended to do no more Star 
Wars movies. Don’t worry, though. We all know that there will someday be additional Star 
Wars movies produced. 

* * * * * 
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AFTERWORD 
 
My website Trekology.com helped persuade Wesley Y. Joe, Ph.D. to collaborate 
with me in 2006 on writing about Ronald D. Moore’s Battlestar Galactica.  The 
outcome is a chapter that we wrote together entitled, “Inverted Perspectives on 
Politics and Morality in Battlestar Galactica” in the book, New Decades of 
Political Science Fiction, published in 2008 by the University of South Carolina 
Press.   
 
For me, researching and writing that chapter was sheer joy.  I loved every minute 
that I spent returning to the research tradition regarding science fiction into 
which I had first ventured when I worked in Hollywood during the 1970s.   
 
One of the most compelling aspects of science fiction—and what initially attracted 
my interest in the genre when I was a teenager—is science fiction’s ability to pull 
so effectively from the words of politics and religion to make persuasive points 
about real life.  I will not soon forget discussing such lofty subjects as gods and 
extraterrestrial life with Wesley Joe as we dined in a Vietnamese restaurant near 
the Pentagon.  We both discovered during our work on that chapter how 
exploring such thinking would certainly require far more real estate than one 
chapter in a book would allow.  But, to me, our chapter is a good start, even if it’s 
only one small step.  
 
Influenced by Gene Roddenberry 
 
I consider myself to be very fortunate to have lived in a time period that 
overlapped the life and times of Gene Roddenberry, the creator of Star Trek.  As I 
explain on Trekology.com, I first met Roddenberry in 1973 and I persuaded him 
to agree to an interview for the radio documentary that I was producing for a 
Hollywood radio station.  I am pleased to have preserved recordings of the voice 
of Gene Roddenberry on Trekology.com so that you can experience his soothing 
voice, his intense personality, and his passion for Star Trek.  I connected again 
with Roddenberry in the early 1980s following the completion of my original 
study at Indiana University, and interviewed him again, which is detailed on 
Trekology.com. 
 
I believe that Ronald D. Moore chose wisely to follow in the footsteps of Gene 
Roddenberry as he has done.  I am quite confident that I am not the only person 
on this planet who concludes that science fiction on television as we know it 
would be very different today had Ronald D. Moore not worked on Star Trek.   
And, as I have done, I hope that future scholarship will be conducted into the 
connections between Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek and Ronald D. Moore’s 
Battlestar Galactica. 

Ronald D. Moore started as a writer on the third season of Star Trek: The Next 
Generation in the late 1980s, and worked his way up to script editor, then co-
producer, and ultimately, producer.  He has written or co-written a total of 27 
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episodes for Star Trek: The Next Generation before moving on to be supervising 
producer for Star Trek: Deep Space 9 in 1993 and then co-executive producer in 
1995 for the beginnings of Star Trek: Voyager.  He also co-wrote Star Trek: 
Generations, released in 1994 as the seventh major motion picture in this 
Paramount Pictures franchise, and Star Trek: First Contact, released in 1996 as 
the eighth.  But, as the 1990s ended, creative differences motivated Ronald D. 
Moore to separate from Star Trek. 

The Reinvention of the Science Fiction Television Series 

Moore was hired by producer David Eick to reinvent Battlestar Galactica as a 
television series for Sci-Fi, but Moore’s specific goal was the reinvention of the 
science fiction television series.  “Our goal is nothing less than the reinvention of 
the science fiction television series.  We take as a given the idea that the 
traditional space opera–with its stock characters, techno double-talk, bumpy-
headed aliens, thespian histrionics and empty heroics–has run its course and a 
new approach is required.  That approach is to introduce realism into what has 
heretofore been an aggressively unrealistic genre…”  [David Bassom, The Official 
Battlestar Galactica Companion, (London: Titan Books, 2005), p. 8.] 

The 21st century edition of Battlestar Galactica started first as a late 2003 
miniseries, running 3 hours (minus commercials).  This U.S. television series 
(produced and filmed in British Columbia, Canada) is owned by NBC Universal 
and was aired on their Sci-Fi Channel.  High ratings directly led to the production 
of 13 original episodes that began airing in early 2005.  A second season in 2006 
featured 20 more episodes.  A third season in 2007 with 20 additional episodes 
was produced, followed by a fourth and final season starting in January 2008.  

In 1966, Gene Roddenberry’s Star Trek Guide safeguarded that production 
against straying from the format by adhering to one essential directive: 

“Science fiction is no different from the tales of the present 
 or past—our starship central characters and crew must at least 
 be as believably motivated and as identifiable as character we’ve 
 all written into police stations, general hospitals, and Western towns.” 

Clearly, Battlestar Galactica under Ronald D. Moore embraced these “tricks of 
the trade” pioneered 40 years earlier for Star Trek while injecting or embedding 
discernible themes and messages about politics and religion for the audience to 
ponder.  Moreover, the 9/11/01 attacks and the subsequent 2003 U.S. invasion of 
Iraq provide the political and cultural context for the series’ producers and 
writers to inject urgent and controversial questions of military and 
political significance for viewers to ponder.   

Since the word battle in its title, nobody is surprised that this series explicitly 
deals with warfare and conflict between political and cultural opponents using 
the science fiction format.  What may be surprising, however, is that Battlestar 
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Galactica attempted to compel viewers to evaluate difficult and challenging 
questions about their core beliefs and values. 

That is the subject of the “Inverted Perspectives” chapter that I wrote with Wesley 
Joe in the New Decades of Political Science Fiction book, which examines the 
controversial choices to employ religion and religious themes in Ronald D. 
Moore’s Battlestar Galactica.  
 
Wanting More 
 
The producers chose to end Battlestar Galactica after completing the 
development of story arcs and characters to their satisfaction.  This decision can 
be understood if you consider that famous show business warning:  “Always 
leave the audience wanting more.”  
 
I believe that the business of writing and producing network television 
programming may not enable the most conducive environment for writers and 
producers to convey difficult and challenging questions about the audience’s core 
beliefs and values.  Perhaps that persuasive effort survives and flourishes best in 
the business of writing novels.   
 
The Intersection of Politics and Religion 
 
But, since the audience for network television programming is much larger than 
that of novels--and so are the revenue generating possibilities of television--it is 
easy to understand why there may always be attempts by writers and producers 
to persuade television viewers by using compelling themes and messages about 
politics and religion. 
 
Battlestar Galactica would have been a much richer experience for its audience 
had the writers and producers devoted more time to developing the story arcs 
and characters pertaining to the intersection of politics, organized religion and 
associated beliefs and values.  This is especially true because we live in a world 
where politics and religion have a considerable presence in the daily 
consciousness of many people.   
 
No other genre of writing in the English language today can better examine 
politics and religion on planet Earth compared to science fiction.  The writers and 
producers of the 21st century edition of Battlestar Galactica were highly savvy in 
their awareness of this inherent power.  
 
However, Battlestar Galactica skirted one provocative question: Was God 
created by mankind?   
 
On Battlestar Galactica mankind created the Cylons, and the Cylons developed 
an organized religion to worship one, true God.  Meanwhile, the chosen religion 
of mankind was that of multiple gods rather than just one.  This significant 
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disparity of religious beliefs between the human race and the human-created race 
of Cylons emerged as the most compelling storytelling element of Battlestar 
Galactica.  Imagine how the worldwide audience would have been stunned if  
Battlestar Galactica had chosen to present “the big reveal” similarly as did The 
Wizard of Oz when Dorothy and friends started to pay attention to the man 
behind the curtain. 
 
Sex, Religion, Politics 
 
The writers and producers of Battlestar Galactica deliberately chose to tell 
stories that violated the foundational rule for polite behavior while attending 
parties:  Never talk about sex, religion, politics.  This choice made 
Battlestar Galactica memorable and distinctive in comparison to other 
contemporary television series that chose much safer storytelling paths.   
 
Battlestar Galactica chose to pay attention to the sexual side of what it means to 
be alive:  A central theme in the series was sexually aggressive and highly 
attractive females who pursued hidden agendas linked to politics and religion in 
their conquest of males that proved powerless against the pleasures of the flesh.   
But, equally significant is how Battlestar Galactica posed and answered 
questions about what happens when people are thrown together in cramped 
military quarters during the heat of battle.   
 
Males and females in Battlestar Galactica were depicted sharing unisex toilets 
and shower facilities as the norm.  Unlike in our world, Battlestar Galactica 
showed no evidence of shame or other emotional hang-ups relating to nudity or 
sexuality.   
 
Their universe certainly was one where males and females felt sexual heat for one 
another minus labels pertaining to heterosexuality or homosexuality.  The 
depiction of sexual activity would have benefited greatly had Battlestar Galactica 
been on HBO instead of Sci-Fi Channel--a compelling fantasy to occupy one’s 
mind during day-to-day life in our comparatively repressed world.  At least we 
will have DVDs to enable our journeys back into Battlestar Galactica’s life 
situations any time we need escape from our own. 
 

--Woody Goulart 
Arlington, Virginia 

September 2007  
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